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**Synopsis**

Librarians and students at every level of experience will benefit from proven strategies and tools for efficient online searching in this guide to commonly available subject databases and the principles of effective searching. Content is based on commonly available databases. Sample exercises and questions to test searching skills are based on real-world problems. A range of different vendor interfaces are covered. A companion website offers multimedia demonstrations, updates, and a blog.
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**Customer Reviews**

Using it for a course, and it’s very good at explaining database construction and indexing. It’s easy to read and doesn’t have a lot of junk around the edges to distract you. I’ll be keeping this text in the book case instead of selling it back at the end of the course.

Where can you buy an item where, in less than a minute, you’re order arrives in less than 20 seconds. That’s Kindle Books... that’s exceptional!

Rented for school. Easy order and fast shipping. Book has a lot of high living from previous use, but otherwise it is exactly what was ordered.
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